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Reading-L.I: To use strategies while and after reading to develop and demonstrate understanding of a text. 

 
On your class TEAMS page, click the ‘files’ tab.  
Then go into the Iron Man folder and go to the Chapter 5 file. 
  
Read Chapter 5. As you read it, take notes of what you think might be key events. This will help with your 
writing task for the week.  
  
After you have read the chapter, use the task map to guide your study of the chapter.  
  
Complete as many of the tasks as you can.  
  
After you have finished a task you can check the ‘Possible Answers’ in the Iron Man Chapter 5 folder in 
TEAMS.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Writing-L.I: To  

 
Go through your notes for The Iron Man chapter 5.  
 
Take out any that are not essential to summarise the story until you have the 14 most important 
events. 
 
Join these events using Connectives to make a summary of Chapter 5, in 7 quality sentences. 
 
Try to present your sentences in the form of one paragraph. 
 
Try to use linking words to help make your paragraph flow - (Then, First, Finally, After that etc) 
 
Once you are finished, compare it with the one on the Chapter 5 possible answers sheet. 
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Spelling-L.I: To know and apply spelling rules for prefixes/suffixes. To know meanings of different prefixes 

and effects of suffixes. 
You can change the meaning of a root word by adding letters before or after it. The letters you add on are 
called affixes. There are two kinds of affixes: prefixes and suffixes. 
 
Make sure you remember what nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are before looking at this week’s list. 
 
A root word is the basic word from which other words are formed – enjoyment = joy 
 
This week’s list is based on a mixture of prefixes and suffixes. 
 
Identify what the root word is. 
 
Can you work out or find out the meaning of each prefix? 

Can you work out the effect of adding each suffix? 

 
Can you remember the rules that apply to adding prefixes? 
Can you work out rules that apply to adding suffixes? 
  

• Go through the spelling activities on TEAMS for each word. 
  

For further practice, use the spelling activities on the P6 class page (About Us section of the school 
website).  
Remember to think about the spelling rules that apply when carrying out the activities.  
Can you think of more words that fit each pattern?  
How many new words can you make by adding suffixes or even more prefixes to the list words? Did you 
have to change the list word in order to add something?  

  
Spelling Words  

government controller unreliable unicorn binocular 

triangle glamorous dangerous religious tricolour 

bilingual unicycle unimportant developer nourishment 

  
Spelling Rules  

  
When you add a suffix to a word it can change it from one part of speech to another. For example: 
 
Dreamer - (noun) 
Dreamless - (adjective) 
Dreaming - (verb) 
Dreamily - (adverb) 
 
You may have to make changes to the root word when you add a suffix. 
The spelling of the rest of the word does not change when you add a prefix to it.  
This is true even when the last letter of the prefix and the first letter of the word are the same. 
There are exceptions to this rule. 
 
Prefix meanings:                                                Suffix effect: 
Un – not                                                               ment – makes a verb a noun 
Uni – one                                                              er – makes a verb a noun 
Bi – two                                                                 ous – makes a noun an adjective 
Tri - three 
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Talking and Listening-L.I- I am learning to express my own views and show that I value and 
respect other’s contributions 
 
What’s your opinion? 

 

A debate is a formal discussion and exchange of views and opinions between two people or groups. This 

week we’d like you to have a more formal discussion with some people from your household. 

We have suggested some ideas for discussion topics below however the first one is particularly relevant in 

our current situation. (although, not sure we really want to hear your thoughts on this!!!) 

Before you take part in your discussion, you can watch the video showing a group of people discussing 

whether it’s better to study online or in a classroom. It is a video designed for students learning English, but 

it has many useful teaching points for everyone. 

Once you have watched the video and you and your group know what the discussion topic is, take some 

time to consider your thoughts and opinions on the subject. You can jot down some notes if it helps and you 

may want to do a bit of research first to support your opinions. Then you can get started. Try to express 

your opinions clearly, explaining why you feel this way and try using some of the language ideas from the 

video. Listen carefully to others and accept any different opinions with good grace (no shouting at them!) 

Here is the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY2yjEEoB3U 

Some suggested topics for discussion: 

1. Can we replace teachers with computers?  

2. Is exploring space really important? 

3. Are zoos beneficial to animals in any way? 

4. Should the government ban the sale of all junk food? 

5. Is it okay to eat animals? 

 
 
 

Numeracy and Maths- 

 
************************************** 

Check your maths set’s section on the school website for this week’s tasks. 
************************************** 

 
Keep up your mental maths practise. 

You can try the assessment on TEAMS that is at the correct level for you. We will provide the answers for 
you next Monday. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY2yjEEoB3U
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Modern Languages-L.I: M - To say how old you are. To ask how old someone else is. 

                                                                     To say numbers up to 999. 
                                           F -  To know weather terminology. 

French –   Watch the following videos and try to remember as many of the French terms for weather as you 

can: 

                https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8iBwQUvY-E 

                 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kq4Luegns8c 

 

Try to complete the worksheet where you are asked to ‘Draw the weather’. 

 

Mandarin -  

At school, we covered the numbers, in Mandarin, up to 10 and, if you can say these, you can go all the way 

to 99: 

Remember to make numbers higher than 10, you just combine the 

words 1 – 10. So: 

13 – ten – three          

65 – six – ten – five 

99 – nine – ten – nine 

 

 

 

 

Now, if you know the word for ‘hundred’ you can make all the numbers to 999 in the same way: 

Hundred - 百 – bǎi   (bye) 
155 – one-hundred –-- five-ten---five 

367 – three-hundred --- six-ten---seven 

 

How old are you?           -       你几岁?           -     Nǐ jǐ suì         (knee  -   jee    -   sway) 

 

I am ___ years old.        -       我...岁              -     Wǒ ... suì.     (woa  - _____ -   sway) 

 

Can you use other pronouns to ask and answer – How old - he/she/they/ it – is/are? 

 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8iBwQUvY-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kq4Luegns8c
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Health and Wellbeing-L.I- I am learning  

SPORTS DAY/WEEK 

This week, we would normally have our Sports Day event. Unfortunately, we 

won’t get a chance to do this altogether this year. But...why not bring Sports Day into your household. You 

could compete against your family, brothers, sisters, dad, mum, carers or even the dog! You could do this in 

and around your house, your garden or the local park. You could be the referee, in charge of recording 

points (if you wish to give points) and remember to give some for good sportspersonship. All the suggested 

activities below will help with some form of PE skills e.g. strength, hand eye coordination, accuracy, speed, 

balance. HAVE FUN and ENJOY. 

1. How many hand ‘keepie uppies’ can you do? - scrunch up some paper or use a soft ball. Use your 

hand to keep the item in the air. 

2. Rubbish bin basketball – who can shoot the scrunched-up paper into the bin? You get 5 attempts. 

3. How many claps can you do when you throw the ball? 

4. Hop, skip, jump – how far can you jump? 

5. Egg and Spoon – how many lengths of the room, garden, park area can you do in a minute? 

(make sure that you boil the eggs first, if using one, and eat them for lunch later) 

6. Can you sprint for 30 seconds on the spot? (whoever sprints for the whole time without stopping 

gets a point) 

7. How many sit ups can you do in a minute? 

8. Water race. Fill a bowl with water, fill a cup and race to the other bowl. Run back. How many cups 

of water can you put in the bowl in a minute? 

9. Speed bounce – how many jumps over an item can you do in a minute? 

10. Bin bag/old pillowcase race – how long does it take you to get from one side of the 

room/garden/park and back? 

11. If there is enough space (garden/park) all race together 

12. Golf target challenge – use a cup/pan on its side for the hole. Use a golf ball/tennis ball/scrunched 

up paper and shoot it into the cup/pan using hands/feet/broom (maybe a golf club?). You decide 

on the distance you shoot from. 

13. Obstacle Course – make up your own obstacle course. Crawl under the table, slide along the floor, 

step across the chairs, walk across the sofa etc. (all this needs to be checked and approved with 

parents first) 

14. How long can you hold a balance for? 

15. Three-Legged Race – choose a partner, time how long it takes you to get from one side of the 

room/garden/park and back. If there’s enough of you and space, have a race at the same time. 
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Social Studies-  L.I I can discuss why people and events from a particular time in the past were important, 

placing them within a historical sequence and consider the similarities and differences 

 

Victorian school 

School in Victorian times was quite different. Using the websites below watch/read and find out all about 

life in a Victorian school. 

Watch the 2 videos first. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0115hdq 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011448p 

Now read the information from these websites. 

http://www.victorianschool.co.uk/schoolday.php 

https://www.strettonhandley.derbyshire.sch.uk/logbook/ - in this website you will see extracts from an 

actual school logbook which informs us about the school buildings, attendance, health, behaviour and 

lessons. You will need to click each section on the book to see the information. 

Based on everything you have found out, you are now going to write a diary extract as a pupil in Victorian 

times. Try to include detail that makes it real and reflects how it would have been. Also include your 

thoughts and feelings. Remember, you are the pupil and so will write using the first person (I, my).  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0115hdq
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011448p
http://www.victorianschool.co.uk/schoolday.php
https://www.strettonhandley.derbyshire.sch.uk/logbook/
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Expressive Art (Drama/Music/Art)-L.I.  - I am learning to create images which show developing 
skill in using the visual elements (line, colour, shape, texture...) 

 

The MUSIC LESSON from our music teacher can be found at the bottom of our grid 😊  
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RME/Science/Technology- L.I - I am learning about a current scientific achievement 
 History was made last week when two NASA astronauts successfully boarded the International Space 

Station. It is the first time astronauts have been sent into space by a private company, SpaceX. SpaceX is 

owned by the owner of Tesla, Elon Musk. One day he would like to send tourists into space. Could this soon 

be a reality? 

To find out about this space mission follow the link below. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/52526849 
 

If you would like to explore space and space travel more follow the link below. Have a look at any of the 

activities and clips that interest you. You could try the Balloon Rocket or the Travelling to Space sheet in 

Activity 5. 

https://www.dundeesciencecentre.org.uk/space-week 
 

Extra Challenge – Can anyone find out what happened to the seeds that Tim Peake took on his mission to 

space? Did the seeds survive space travel? 

 

The STEM challenge this week – Invent a Game/Sport. 

This week we are all getting sporty! Can you invent a game for everyone in your house to try out? Use 

anything you can find around you house. A rolled-up pair of socks can be used for many things! You can 

throw them, use them as a marker, put them over your hands for an extra challenge in a game (try playing 

snap with socks over your hands). Use your imagination, I look forward to seeing some fun games. 

 
  
A Message from my Teacher 
Dear primary 6, 

Hope all is good and you are ready for a new week of online tasks 😊  

What happened to all our sunny weather? Hopefully, it will be back soon. Although, the gardens are 

definitely in need of some rain. 

Some of you may already have seen and even made, the lovely painted stones sitting on the wall at the back 

of the school. It was a great idea, thought up by someone from primary 6(and her sister). The Craiglockhart 

Caterpillar is hopefully going to stretch all the way around the outside of the school wall. So, if you are able 

to make one to add to the ‘caterpillar’ that would be great.  

You will also see that it is our Sports Day/ Week at Craiglockhart, and many of you will probably see lots of 

our pupils taking part in sporting activities in their gardens and the parks around you. If you do, make sure 

you cheer them on! We have included lots of suggested activities for you and your family to set up and 

enjoy. You might decide to do it all in an afternoon session or you could spread it out over the week. 

Whatever you do, have fun. 😊 

Have a good week, everyone. As always, do what you can from the grid, there is no pressure to do 
everything and remember to get in touch if you need more support. 

Take care, Ms Hart and Mr Sweet 😊  
  
Denise.Hart@craiglockhart.edin.sch.uk 
 
Euan.Sweet@craiglockhart.edin.sch.uk 

 

Send photos of your work and successes to kendal.gater@craiglockhart.edin.sch.uk to be loaded 

onto our school website and post work onto your class Team/Nursery, P1 Learning Journal 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/52526849
https://www.dundeesciencecentre.org.uk/space-week
mailto:Denise.Hart@craiglockhart.edin.sch.uk
mailto:Euan.Sweet@craiglockhart.edin.sch.uk
mailto:kendal.gater@craiglockhart.edin.sch.uk
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MUSIC LESSON     P6 Sports’ Day  

‘Give It All You’ve Got.’ 

A sporting event / challenge, requires you to give your very best. Not everyone is good at sport, everyone is 

special / good at something. Whatever that may be, the important thing is to try to do your best! 

This song is all about keeping going, giving it, as the song says: ‘give it all you’ve got.’ 

1. Look at the words of the song (printed below.) You will notice that there are dots and a space before 

the word ‘school.’ That is for you to add the name of your school, Craiglockhart. 

                https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyXBqVmYCxw 

2.  Listen to the song, notice that not all of the song is sung! There are sections that are presented in a 

rhythmic ‘rap’ style. Listen out also for the claps to be added in! 

Be careful that you remember to repeat sections! Can you remember the musical sign for repeat?   This is the 

sign which lets us know that all music written in between these two sets of dotted lines, means that you are to 

play / sing it again.   II:          :II  

3. In the chorus, you will hear the voices sing ‘every’ school, but you are to replace it with 

‘Craiglockhart.’ 

4. Now listen to verses 1&2. You will need to practise saying the words slowly at first before you try to 

speed them up and to get their rhythm correct! Remember to repeat the words for each verse! 

5. Musical words / terms / concepts that are featured in this song are: 

Rap                                                                 Style of rhythmical spoken verse. 

Repeat / repetition                                     Play / sing a passage more than once. 

Repeat sign                                                   Musical symbol / sign. 

Accelerando (accel)                                     Gradually get faster and the abbreviation. 

                                      and the opposite 

Rallentando (rall)                                        Gradually get slower and the abbreviation. 

Now listen to the theme music to the film Chariots of Fire. The music was composed by the Greek electronic 

composer Vangelis and won an Academy Award for Best Original Music Score. 

The film is based on the true story of two athletes in the 1924 Olympics. The music uses synthesizers (an 

electronic musical instrument) in an orchestral way and is slightly programmatic (music which tells a story / 

paints a picture in sound) inspired by the events of the film. 

https://youtu.be/CSav51fVIKU 

 The music starts by imitating the sound of the surf and with a synthesized French Horn playing ascending 

(rising / getting higher) leaps (a jump between notes, notes missed out). After the introduction (section of 

music at the start), the main theme is heard on solo piano with synthesized orchestral support / 

accompaniment (electronic sounding strings, percussion).  The music features repetition (section played more 

than once), imitation (where one instrument copies the tune played by another), pedal note (a note held on 

or repeated over and again in the bass while harmonies change above), inverted pedal (a note held on or 

repeated over and again up high with changing harmonies below), ostinato (a repeated pattern played over 

and over again.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyXBqVmYCxw
https://youtu.be/CSav51fVIKU
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5 
The Iron Man’s Challenge 
There was no time to be wasted. The Iron Man allowed himself to be taken to 
pieces, arms, legs, body, head, all separate, so each part could be flown to Australia 
on a different airliner. He was too big to be flown out in one piece. 
At the same time a ship sailed from China, loaded with great iron girders, and 
another ship sailed from Japan loaded with fuel oil. The Iron Man had ordered these. 
The girders and the oil and a team of engineers were unloaded on the beach of 
Northern Australia, near the space-bat-angel-dragon’s neck. Then the Iron Man’s 
parts were landed at the same spot, and the engineers fitted him together. He stood up 
on the beach and shouted his challenge. 
“Sit up,” he roared. “Sit up and take notice, you great space-lizard.” 
The space-bat-angel-dragon sat up slowly. He had never noticed the fussing of 
the boats and aeroplanes down there on the beach near his neck. Now he gazed in 
surprise at the Iron Man, who seemed very tiny to him, though his voice was big 
enough. 
The Iron Man spoke again. 
“I challenge you,” he shouted, “to a test of strength.” 
A test of strength? The space-bat-angel-dragon couldn’t believe his ears. A 
tiny little creature like the Iron Man challenging him to a test of strength? He simply 
laughed. Loud and long. Then he peered down again at the Iron Man, while the echo 
of his laugh was still rolling round the earth. He peered down out of the sky at this 
odd little thing on the beach, with the even tinier men scuttling around it. 
“And if I can prove myself stronger than you are, then you must promise to 
become my slave,” cried the Iron Man. 
The dragon smiled. Aircraft flew around, watching this amazing conversation 
between the space-bat-angel-dragon and the Iron Man. Ships out at sea watched 
through telescopes. 
“And if you don’t accept my challenge,” shouted the Iron Man, “then you’re a 
miserable cowardly reptile, not fit to bother with.” 
The space-bat-angel-dragon was so astounded that he agreed. Why, he 
thought, when this silly little creature has finished his antics, I’ll just lick him up. So 
the monster agreed, and watched to see what the test of strength was to be. After all, if 
he wanted, he could flatten the Iron Man with one eyelash. 
The engineers had fastened all the girders together in the shape of a grid, a 
huge iron bed the size of a house. Under this they had made a steel lined pit. Now 
they poured fuel oil into the pit. The space-bat-angel-dragon watched. 
Now they lit the fuel oil and the flames roared up fiercely through the bars of 
the grid. 
And now the space-bat-angel-dragon got his first shock. The Iron Man was 
stretching himself out on his back, on the grid, among the flames, his ankles crossed, 
his hands folded behind his head – just as if he were in bed, while the flames raged 
under and around him. 
The monster stared down, and the Iron Man smiled up out of the midst of the 
flames. 
The flames became fiercer. The grid became red-hot. The Iron Man’s hair and 
elbows and toes became red-hot. His body became first blue, then black, then began 
to glow dully. He was getting red-hot. Still he smiled up at the monster, and still the 
flames grew fiercer. 
And now the Iron Man was entirely red-hot. Pretty soon, he was almost whitehot. 
And still he smiled, out of white-hot eyes and with white-hot lips. And all the 
time the space-bat-angel-dragon stared down in astonishment. 
But now the fuel oil was all burned away. Suddenly the flames died, flickered 
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and went out. The white-hot Iron Man sat up, stood up, got stiffly off his glowing bed 
and began to walk to and fro on the sand, cooling. He cooled slowly. He went from 
white to orange, from orange to red, red to black, as he walked, coolly swinging his 
arms. 
Now at last he spoke to the monster. 
“If you can’t bear to be made red-hot like me, then you are weaker than I am, 
and I have won, and you are my slave.” 
The monster began to laugh. 
“All right,” he roared. “Build the fire, and I’ll lie on it.” 
He laughed again. He knew the Iron Man couldn’t build a fire the size of 
Australia. But then his laugh stopped. The Iron Man was pointing upwards, at the sun. 
“There is the fire for you,” he shouted. “You go and lie there. Go and lie on 
the sun till you are red-hot.” 
The monster gazed up at the sun. He felt strangely cold suddenly. But how 
could he refuse? All right! And he set off. 
With slow giant wingbeats, he lifted his immense body off the earth, and flew 
slowly up towards the sun, while the whole earth watched... 
Slowly he covered the distance, getting smaller and smaller as he went. At last 
he landed, a ragged black shape sprawled across the sun. Everybody watched. And 
now they saw the monster begin to glow. Blue at first, then red, then orange. Finally, 
his shape was invisible, the same blazing white as the sun itself. The monster was 
white-hot on the sun. 
Then they saw him returning, a blazing shape tearing itself off the sun. This 
shape became red as it flew. It was writhing and growing larger. Slowly once more it 
became the black bat-winged shape of the dragon flying back to earth, down and 
down, bigger and bigger, cooling as he came, until 
BUMP!!!! 
He landed – this time much more heavily than before, on Australia. He landed 
so heavily that all over the world bells tumbled out of church towers and bird-eggs 
were jarred out of their nests. The monster stared down at the Iron Man. 
But it was hardly the same monster! His horns drooped, his face was wizened 
and black, his claws were scorched blunt, his crest flopped over limply and great 
ragged holes were burned in his wings. It had been terrible for him on the fires of the 
sun. But he had done it, and here he was. The fires of the sun are far, far hotter than 
any fires here on earth can ever be. 
“There,” he roared. “I’ve done it.” 
The Iron Man nodded. But his answer was to signal to the engineers. Once 
more they poured oil into the trough under the grid. Once more they lit it. Once more 
the flames roared up and the black smoke billowed up into the clear blue. And once 
more the Iron Man stretched himself out on the grid of the raging furnace. 
The space-bat-angel-dragon watched in horror. He knew what this meant for 
him. He would have to go once more into the sun’s flames. 
And now the Iron Man’s hair and toes and elbows were red-hot. He lay back 
in the flames, smiling up at the dragon. And his whole body was becoming red-hot, 
then orange, and finally, white, like the blazing wire inside an electric bulb. 
At this point, the Iron Man was terribly afraid. For what would happen if the 
flames went on getting fiercer and fiercer? He would melt. He would melt and drip 
into the flames like so much treacle and that would be the end of him. So even though 
he grinned up at the dragon as though he were enjoying the flames, he was not 
enjoying them at all, and he was very very frightened. 
Even the engineers, who were hiding behind thick asbestos screens over a mile 
away along the beach, felt the hair singeing on their heads, and they too thought it was 
the end of the Iron Man. Perhaps they had poured in just a bit too much fuel oil. 
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But at that very moment, and the very second that the edge of the Iron Man’s 
ear started to melt, the fuel was used up and the flames died. The engineers came 
running down the beach. They saw the red-hot Iron Man getting off his fearful bed, 
and they saw him moving to and fro on the sand, cooling off. 
At last, the Iron man looked up at the dragon. He could hardly speak after his 
ordeal in the flames. Instead, he simply pointed towards the sun, and jabbed his finger 
towards the sun, as he gazed up at the monster. 
“That’s twice,” he managed to say. “Now it’s your turn.” 
The monster did not laugh. He set off, up from the earth, beating his colossal 
wings, writhing his long ponderous body up into the sky towards the sun. Now it was 
his turn. And he did not laugh. Last time had been too dreadful. But he went. He 
couldn’t let the Iron Man win. He couldn’t let the Iron Man of the earth beat him in 
this terrible contest. 
And so all the telescopes and cameras of the world watched him flying into the 
sun. They saw him land among the flames, as before. As before, they saw his great 
ragged shape like an ink-blot sprawled over the center of the sun. They saw him begin 
to glow red, then orange. And at last they could no longer see him. He and the sun 
were one blinding whiteness. 
He had done it again! But was the sun burning him up? Had he melted in the 
sun? Where was he? 
No, there he was, here he came. Slowly, slowly, down through space. Much 
more slowly than before. His white-hot flying body cooled slowly to red as he came, 
and as he grew larger, coming nearer, he finally became once more black. And the 
great black shape flagged its way down through space until 
BUMP!!!!!! 
Heavier than ever, he landed on Australia. This time the bump was so heavy, it 
knocked down certain sky-scrapers, sent tidal waves sweeping into harbours, and 
threw herds of cows on to their backs. All over the world, anybody who happened to 
be riding a bicycle at that moment instantly fell off. The space-bat-angel-dragon 
landed so ponderously because he was exhausted. And now he was a very changed 
monster. The fires of the sun had worked on him in a way that was awful to see. His 
wings were only rags of what they had been. His skin was crisped. And all his fatness 
had been changed by the fires of the sun into precious stones – jewels, emeralds, 
rubies, turquoises, and substances that had never been found on earth. And when he 
landed, with such a jolt, these loads of precious gems burst through the holes 
scorched in his skin and scattered down on to the Australian desert beach. 
But the Iron Man could not allow himself to pity the space-bat-angel-dragon. 
He signaled to the engineers. 
“Round there,” he shouted. 
And the engineers began to pour in the oil. But what was this? An enormous 
woofing sound. A booming, wheezing, sneezing sound. The space-bat-angel-dragon 
was weeping. If the Iron Man got on to his furnace again, it would mean that he, the 
monster, would have to take another roasting in the sun – and he could not stand 
another. 
“Enough, enough, enough!” he roared. 
“No, no,” replied the Iron Man. “I feel like going on. We’ve only had two 
each.” 
“It’s enough,” cried the dragon. “It’s too much. I can’t stand another. The fires 
of the sun are too terrible for me. I submit.” 
“Then I’ve won,” shouted the Iron Man. “Because I’m quite ready to roast 
myself red-hot again. If you daren’t, then I’ve won.” 
“You’ve won, yes, you’ve won, and I am your slave,” cried the space-batangel 
dragon. “I’ll do anything you like, but not the sun again.” 
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And he plunged his chin in the Pacific, to cool it. 
“Very well,” said the Iron Man. “From now on you are the slave of the earth. 
What can you do?” 
“Alas,” said the space-bat-angel-dragon, “I am useless. Utterly useless. All we 
do in space is fly, or make music.” 
“Make music?” asked the Iron Man. “How? What sort of music?” 
“Haven’t you heard of the music of the spheres?” asked the dragon. “It’s the 
music that space makes to itself. All the spirits inside all the stars are singing. I’m a 
star spirit. I sing too. The music of the spheres is what makes space so peaceful.” 
“Then whatever made you want to eat up the earth?” asked the Iron Man. “If 
you’re all so peaceful up there, how did you get such greedy and cruel ideas?” 
The dragon was silent for a long time after this question. And at last he said: 
“It just came over me. I don’t know why. It just came over me, listening to the 
battling shouts and the warcries of the earth – I got excited, I wanted to join in.” 
“Well, you can sing for us instead,” said the Iron Man. “It’s a long time since 
anybody here on earth heard the music of the spheres. It might do us all good.” 
And so it was fixed. The space-bat-angel-dragon was to send his star back into 
the constellation of Orion, and he was to live inside the moon. And every night he was 
to fly around the earth, through the heavens, singing. 
So his fearful shape, slowly swimming through the night sky, didn’t frighten 
people, because it was dark and he couldn’t be seen. But the whole world could hear 
him, a strange soft music that seemed to fill the whole of space, a deep weird singing, 
like millions of voices singing together. 
Meanwhile the Iron Man was the world’s hero. He went back to his scrapyard. 
But now everybody in the world sent him a present. Some only sent him an old 
car. One rich man even sent him an ocean liner. He sprawled there in his yard, 
chewing away, with his one ear slightly drooped where the white heat of that last 
roasting had slightly melted it. As he chewed, he hummed in harmony to the singing 
of this tremendous slave in heaven. 
And the space-bat-angel’s singing had the most unexpected effect. Suddenly 
the world became wonderfully peaceful. The singing got inside everybody and made 
them as peaceful as starry space, and blissfully above all their earlier little squabbles. 
The strange soft eerie space-music began to alter all the people of the world. They 
stopped making weapons. The countries began to think how they could live pleasantly 
alongside each other, rather than how to get rid of each other. All they wanted to do 
was to have peace to enjoy this strange, wild, blissful music from the giant singer in 
space. 
The End 
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Iron Man Chapter 5 possible answers 

In this  chapter, what language devices can you find: 

A simile – like the blazing wire inside an electric bulb. 

Onomatopoeia – Bump! 

More? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- 

Describe or draw how the creature looked when he returned from his first trip to the Sun. 
 

Drawings or descriptions would be expected to have the following features: 
 
His horns drooped, his face was wizened and black, his claws were scorched blunt, his crest flopped over 
limply, and great ragged holes were burned in his wings. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Can you find evidence to support the use of these adjectives to describe the Iron Man? 

Answers could include: 

- Brave  - He takes on the space-bat-angel and puts his own life in danger. 

- Selfish - At first, he doesn’t want to help until he finds out he will lose his supply of scrap metal if the                                                                       

humans are gone, 

- Clever - He comes up with a plan to defeat the space-bat-angel   

- Thoughtful - After he defeats the space-bat-angel, he orders it to sing for everyone on Earth. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Do you think the creature landing on Earth was a positive or negative thing? Explain. 

You could have arguments for both sides, for example: 

Negative - Clearly, a lot of people were hurt or killed while the space-bat-angel was on Earth. 

Positive – Earth is a lot more peaceful in the end. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- 

Work out the meanings of the following words: 

Asbestos – Fireproof material (dangerous to health)         

Girders -      Large beams, usually made of concrete or steel, used to support buildings. 

Wizened – shriveled or wrinkled 

Ponderous – slow and clumsy, usually due to large size.    

Blissful – Very happy; full of joy      

Jarred   - shook violently; sent a painful or damaging shock through something 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------- 
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1) Explain how they transported the Iron Man to Australia. 

They transported him by breaking him into small pieces and then flying the pieces to Australia on 

separate planes. 

2) Name three other things that were brought to Australia. 

Iron Girders 

Fuel oil. 

A team of engineers 

3) Why did the creature take the Iron Man up on his challenge? 

The creature took the Iron Man up on his challenge as the Iron Man had caught him by surprise with 

his challenge: ‘The space-bat-angel-dragon was so astounded that he agreed.’ 

The creature was also so arrogant and proud that it could not refuse. 

4) What shocked the creature after the engineers had lit the pit? 

The creature was shocked by the relaxed way in which the Iron Man lay on the flames. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- 

How did the mother first know there was something wrong? 

The mother first knows something is wrong because the food starts falling in to the crack. 

Why did the family not look back after they got into the car? 

The family did not look back after they got into the car as, perhaps, they were too frightened of what they 

might see. 

Why was the Iron Man feeling over the grass on either side of the crack? 

Perhaps it was to make sure there were no traps up there. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- 

What is the author’s main message about humans? 

The author’s main message about humans could be that they should work together for a peaceful world rather 

than continue arguing and fighting with each other. 

How can you connect this with what’s going on in the world at the moment? 

The only reason the humans work together in the Iron Man is because the whole world is being threatened by 

the creature and they have to work together to save themselves. 

At the moment, the Coronavirus is threatening the whole world and the whole world will have to work 

together if it is to be defeated.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- 

Summarising 

At the beginning of the chapter, the Iron Man and equipment are taken to Australia where he challenges the 

space-bat-angel-dragon to a test of strength. The Iron Man gets heated up, then challenges the space-bat-

angel-dragon to do the same thing on the Sun. Next, the Iron Man gets heated up again but, this time, he 

nearly melts. Following this, the space-bat-angel-dragon goes to the Sun again and is exhausted afterwards. 

After that, the Iron Man challenges the space-bat-angel-dragon to do a third trial, but the monster gives up. 

Then the space-bat-angel dragon explains that it used to make peaceful music in space but the violence of the 

humans on Earth made it want to be violent too. Finally, the Iron Man asks the space-bat-angel-dragon to live 

and make peaceful music in the moon and, as a result, the people on Earth become peaceful. 
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    Quelle temps fait-il? 

Dessine le temps 

 

 

 

 

1. Il fait beau. 

2. Il fait du vent. 3. Il y a des nauges. 

     Il pleut.       Il neige. 
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Quelle temps fait-il? 

Dessine le temps: 

 

 

 

Il fait froid. 

Il fait du soleil. Il fait chaud. 

    Il fait du brouillard.      Il fait de l’orage. 

Il fait mauvais, 


